AR TI C LE

Do Cell Phones
Cause Cancer?
BY BERNARD LEIKIND

News reports threaten that our cell phones
may cause cancer—brain cancer, eye cancer, and others. We are told that fragile children’s developing
brains are at risk. Concerned epidemiologists collect
their data and warn that they cannot rule out the possibility of harm from cell phone radiation and that
they must do more research. Medical professionals assert, as a precaution and in the absence of definitive
data, that we should place our phones at arm’s length.
News accounts fill us with alarm. Danger lurks.
Fears that cell phones cause cancer are groundless. There is not a shred of evidence that the electromagnetic radiation from your cell phones causes
harm, much less that from the wiring in the walls of
your house, your hair dryer, electric blanket, or the
power distribution wires nearby.
We know exactly what happens to energy from
any of these sources when it meets the atoms and
molecules in your body, and that energy cannot
cause cancer. There is no known way that this energy
can cause any cancer, nor is there any unknown way
that this energy can cause any cancer.
There is a link between some forms of electromagnetic radiation and some cancers. These forms of
electromagnetic radiation are ultraviolet radiation,
X-rays, and gamma rays. They are dangerous because
they may break covalent chemical bonds in your
body. Breakage of certain covalent bonds in key molecules leads to an increased cancer risk. For example,
there is a link between ultraviolet light from the sun
and skin cancers.
All other forms of electromagnetic radiation
other than these may add to molecules’ or atoms’
thermal agitation, but can do nothing else. Visible
light has sufficient energy to affect chemical bonds.
When light strikes the cones and rods in our retinas
rhodopsin bends from its resting state to another,
but it does not break. When visible light strikes the
chlorophyll molecules in plants, electrons shift
about but the chlorophyll does not break. Visible
light does not cause cancer.
Electromagnetic radiation transfers its energy
to atoms and molecules in chunks called photons.
The energy of a single photon is proportional to the
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photon’s frequency. The photons of high frequency
radiation, such as ultraviolet light, X-rays, and
gamma rays, carry relatively large amounts of energy compared to those of lower frequency radiation. That is why high-energy photons can break
covalent chemical bonds while the photon energy
of all other forms of electromagnetic radiation, including visible light, infrared light, microwave, TV
and radio waves, and AC power cannot.
Figure 1 shows a range of energy that is important for life and for the science of biochemistry. The
figure displays an energy scale to help you place relevant energy states or processes in context. Horizontal positions indicate the energy range.
Look at the area covered by the long bracket in
the middle. It shows the general energy range of the
major strong chemical bonds—covalent bonds—
which are significant for all of life’s molecules. Below
to the right you can see where the energy of an important organic covalent bond—that which occurs
between two carbon atoms—falls on the scale. Further up the scale, on the upper right, is the energy
range of carcinogenic electromagnetic radiation. Notice where the call out for green light falls on this
scale. Visible light does not cause cancer.
Notice that the energy of cell phone radiation
and AC power radiation in this scale is very low.
Cell phone radiation cannot break, damage, or
weaken any covalent bond.
Figure 2 shows the lowest energy part of Figure
1’s energy scale. Figure 1 ranges from 0 kJ/mole to
600 kJ/mole. Figure 2 ranges from 0 kJ/mole to 30
kJ/mole.
Notice the bracket that shows the range of
weak bonds in each figure. These are hydrogen
bonds, van der Waals bonds, electrostatic bonds,
and various other effects, such as hydrophobic or
hydrophilic forces. In the complex molecules of life,
these bonds play critical roles holding strands together and creating the three-dimensional shapes of
molecules.
Covalent bonds hold together the single
strands of DNA. Hydrogen bonds connect one
strand to its mate. Enzymes fold and twist to create
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Figure 1. The units of this scale are familiar to chemists. Chemists like to think about test-tube-sized quantities of stuff. A
mole is a unit that measures how much stuff you have. It is a count of objects: atoms, molecules, photons, chemical bonds.
One mole of any object contains 6.023 x 1023 of those objects. Physicists prefer to state the energy in one bond or in one
photon. A physicist would divide all the numbers in this figure by the number of objects in a mole to show the energy in
Joules in a single object. An (old) physicist might prefer to express this energy in units of electron volts. Measured in electron volts, the energy in one green light photon is about 2.5 electron volts. The energy in one banana is 150 to 200 Calories, which corresponds to 600 or 800 kJ/banana; that is, one banana, not a mole of bananas.
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the forms they require as they perform their role as
catalysts. The various weak bonds maintain the
shapes of these folds and twists.
Drawn in both figures is a graph that suggests
the energy of molecular thermal motions at body
temperature. Everything in our bodies partakes in
these thermal motions. The molecules jostle one
another. They twist and vibrate. The thick grey line
on the graph shows how energy distributes itself
among these various motions. The motion’s average
energy is about 2.5 kJ/mole. Some molecules, but
not many, have much more energy.
If energy transfers of 2.5 kJ/mole, more or less,
were sufficient to damage life’s molecules, life
would be impossible because random thermal motions would quickly break most of them. Fortunately, covalent bonds require ten to fifty times this
amount of energy transfer before they break. Thermal jostling does not interfere with them. Weak
biochemical bonds, however, live within the upper
range of thermal bonds and shakes. That is why
they do not enter into life’s structure as single
bonds, but always as groups. In the long double helices of DNA, the hydrogen bonds are like the individual teeth of a long zipper. Together they
withstand what any single one of them could not.
These collisions are electromagnetic interac-

tions. The molecules’ outer electrons sense the
presence of their neighbors though electromagnetic
forces. These electrons resist oncoming neighbors,
pushing them away, and pushing upon their own
molecules as well. Electromagnetic forces transmit
these pushes. All of the molecules of biology must
be able to withstand these electromagnetic forces
to maintain their shapes and their functions. The
forces that electromagnetic fields from cell phones
exert on life’s molecules are no different from any
of these molecular pushes, except that they are
much, much smaller.
Cancer is a disease of the heredity of individual
cells. Something must cause a cell to begin transferring mistakes to its progeny. One cell goes haywire,
replicating wildly, transmitting the mistaken instructions—the damaged DNA—to each of its
daughters. If the damage is too great, the cell will
die. If the damage is not sufficient, it is not cancer.
The damaged cell and its damaged progeny must
continue to function in their crippled, uncontrolled
states. Cancer generally requires more than one
mutation in a single cell.
It is worth understanding how chemical
changes occur, why life’s molecules are stable in the
cytoplasm, and how life controls its chemical reactions, turning them on or off. Consider Figure 3.
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Figure 3 The symbol Ea is the activation energy, the amount of energy the reactants must have to react. This energy is available to the products on the right. The reactants collect energy Ea from their surroundings. The products have returned it and
a little extra ∆E to the surroundings. The surroundings, in this case, are warmer than before the reaction.
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This famous diagram appears in all biochemistry books. It is a schematic representation of a reaction. Consider this reaction A + B —> C + D,
where A and B are reactants and C and D are products. In the diagram and the equation, the reaction
begins on the left and moves to the right. The vertical scale is energy. Don’t worry about the technical
details. Begin with the upper solid black line with
the label Reaction Energy Barrier without an Enzyme.
For this reaction, the molecules A and B must assemble sufficient energy to carry them over the
hill. This energy may come from the incessant
thermal collisions, from some other molecule’s internal energy, from an incoming photon of electromagnetic radiation, or other sources. The total
energy of the entire system, including the surroundings, is a constant.
Through the continual random exchange of
energy between the molecules A and B and their
surroundings, if A and B happen to meet when
they have sufficient energy to make it over the top
of the hill, then they will react, forming C and D.
These products appear on the diagram’s right.
This diagram is illustrative. The actual diagram of even a simple reaction might have several
dimensions in place of the single horizontal axis.
The hills would be complicated surfaces with
mountains and valleys. The diagram would have to
take into account factors such as the orientation of
the reactant molecules, and much else. It is the
case, however, that all of life’s stable molecules live
in a well—a valley—similar to the left side of the
diagram. They will require an injection of energy
from their surroundings to escape. Biological molecules have many possible reactions in which they
might take part. Remove an atom and replace it
with another. Switch any molecular piece with another molecular piece. Natural selection has designed all of the molecules of life so that they are
stable in chemical composition, form, and function. High activation energy barriers in all directions make all possible reactions rare. If this were
not the case, then the molecules of life would not
be stable.
When life requires a particular reaction to
take place, there will be an enzyme to facilitate it.
An enzyme is a biological catalyst. Consider the
lower dashed line in Figure 3. This line has the
label Reaction Energy Barrier with an Enzyme. This
depicts the same reaction A + B —> C + D, but this
time there is an enzyme to facilitate the reaction.
Without going into the remarkable details of enzymatic function, we can say that the enzyme has the

A Cell Phone’s Heating Power
The central premise of this paper is that the only effect cell
phone radiation can have on our bodies is to warm them.
Consider this. I am about the same height (6’ 1”) and weight
(185 pounds) as President Obama. My basal metabolic rate is
about 1750 Calories per day. This is the energy my body uses
just to keep me idling at the desk. Add in 250 Calories each
day to account for mowing the lawn and vacuuming the rug.
The average energy I might generate each day is about 2000
Calories.
Calories per day, energy per unit time, represents
power. Convert 2000 Calories per day into physics units,
Watts or Joules per second. The result is about 100 Watts.
Thus, as I go about my ordinary life I am the power equivalent of a 100 Watt light bulb on all the time.
Many days, I visit a health club and jog on one of their
treadmills. I like the level 2 hill workout, and I clomp along
at about a 9-minute mile pace for 30 minutes. According to
the treadmill’s display, this burns about 500 Calories. Five
hundred calories in 30 minutes corresponds to a power of
1150 Watts. This is 11 or 12 times my usual power; 11 or 12
100-Watt light bulbs on for 30 minutes in my leg muscles.
The efficiency of the human body as it converts internal
power into external work is a complicated matter that depends upon many factors. For the purposes of this estimate,
it would not be misleading to take that efficiency to be about
20%. Thus, of the 1150 Watts I am using as I jog, about 230
Watts go to keeping me on the treadmill, and about 920
Watts go into heat in my leg muscles. Blood flows through
those muscles bringing in oxygen and fuel and carrying away
carbon dioxide and other waste products. The blood also
warms to the temperature of the muscles and carries that
energy throughout my body. My core body temperature
rises, and I sweat a lot.
A cell phone radiates a Watt or two of electromagnetic
radiation. Most of that goes out in every direction and some
makes it to the cell phone tower. My body absorbs some of it
in my hand, my ear, my skull, my brain tissues, and so on.
Let’s say that my body absorbs one Watt of this power in
those nearby tissues. Those tissues warm a bit, and the blood
flowing through them warms too. The blood carries any
extra heat energy throughout the rest of my body, which it
eventually transfers to the air around me.
No one believes that the 900 Watts that I generate in
my leg muscles during hard exercise causes cancer in those
muscles or anywhere else in my body. Why would anyone
believe that 1 Watt of heating power from a cell phone might
cause cancer?
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effect of lowering the activation energy barrier for
the reaction. With lower activation energy, the
thermal jostling or other sources of reaction energy
have a much easier time pushing the reactants over
the hill. The reaction rate goes from nearly zero to
some reasonable value.
There are no enzymes for unwanted reactions.
Enzymes have and maintain the proper constitution and form to work correctly. For a mutation to
occur or an enzyme to change, the energy for the
chemical reaction must come from some place. An
X-ray photon—from a cosmic ray, from the earth’s
radioactivity, or from an X-ray machine—may provide the required energy. Photons from any other
form of electromagnetic radiation cannot.
Glance at Figure 1 again. All of those chemical
bonds across the middle of the diagram are stable.
They do not break and reform, unless there is an
enzyme to do it. On the left of the diagram is the
graph showing the energy available from ordinary
thermal motions to break these bonds. Also on the
left is a bracket showing the range of typical activation energies. Thermal motions are insufficient to
take molecules over the activation energy barrier
for any reaction. Far to the right, however, you can
see the photons of ultraviolet light, X-rays, and
gamma rays. These photons may break bonds. They
may cause mutations directly. They may damage individual enzyme molecules. Even green visible light
photons in the middle of this range do not have
enough energy to break bonds and take molecules
over any activation energy barrier.
Now find the photons of cell phone radiation
and of AC power. They are at the far left of
this diagram. No photon from a cell
phone can ever break a chemical
bond. Making the radiation

more intense does not make the photons stronger.
It just means that there are more of them. The photons cannot gang up. Lots of them cannot do what
one of them cannot.
When those weak photons disappear into a
molecule, the molecule shifts and quivers a tiny bit.
Its energy is a bit larger and the photon is gone. The
molecule adjusts itself to its new slightly higher energy, and in subsequent collisions with its neighbors, it may transfer some of that energy to them.
The temperature of the biological soup—the cytoplasm—is then a bit higher. The amount of heating
due to cell phone radiation is small compared to
your microwave, or standing in the sunshine, or
wearing a scarf around your neck. This small increase in temperature does not cause cancer.
If cell phone photons or AC power photons, far
to the left of Figure 1, were able to cause cancer by
any mechanism, known or unknown, then those
thermal vibrations also shown to the left side of the
diagram would also cause cancer. So would all the
forms of electromagnetic radiation that have more
energetic photons than cell phone radiation.
Some of the concern over cellphone radiation
may have originated from the normal statistical
fluctuations that occur when studies are conducted. In recent years, epidemiologists have found
significant environmental hazards, such as smoking
and asbestos. They are now searching for hazards
among much weaker effects. Some studies of a supposed hazard will show a small risk. Others studies
of the same hazard will show no risk. In fact, some
studies of the same potential hazard will show a
benefit. This is the sign that there is no hazard,
only statistical fluctuations. But only the studies
that suggest risks, even small risks, will make news.
We can all be confident that any epidemiological study that purports to show that cell phone radiation causes any cancer must have at least one
mistake. We can be certain because there is no
plausible—or even implausible—mechanism by
which cell phone radiation can cause any cancer.
When asked for a physicist’s advice about cell
phone safety, I explain that the radiation cannot
cause cancer by any mechanism, known or unknown. If I am further pressed for comment I respond, “don’t text while you drive, and don’t eat
your cell phone.”
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